
Copper Bripe coffee brew pipe
Quad jet torch lighter
Copper base cooling plate
Stainless steel micro-etched variable filter
Thermometer
Coffee tube
Felt carry case

THE BRIPE KIT INCLUDES:

Overview of Bripe Coffee Preparation
The Bripe™ Coffee Brew Pipe Kit™ is the world’s first ultra-light, ultra-portable coffee brewing system for people on the go!

No stove, pot or fuel source is required to make a strong and pleasing coffee (or tea) shot. With water and ground coffee, anyone on 
any adventure from a city park to a mountaintop can be their own barista and enjoy a high-quality beverage. A Bripe brew leaves zero 
environmental footprint, and also provides a totally unique communal, daily ritual for people who are sharing their outdoor adventures 
in professionally guided or self-guided groups.

The Bripe Won the Digital Trends Innovation Award in 2017.
Rick Stella Staff Writer for The Manual and Outdoor Editor at Digital Trends, described it this way:
"An ultra-convenient and innovative piece of cooking gear hailing from Costa Rica, the Coffee Brew Pipe – otherwise 
known as the portmanteau, Bripe – is as easy to use as it is compact. Developed by Tim Panek and Craig Hall, the Bripe 
is a single shot coffee brew system capable of whipping up a tasty shot of coffee in a matter of minutes.”

Amazing Value in the Quad Jet Torch Lighter!
The recommended heat source for the Bripe is
an amazing Quad Jet Torch lighter that is
INCLUDED in the Bripe Kit.

To use the Bripe all you need is some freshly ground coffee, water and butane to fuel your Quad Jet Torch 
lighter before use (the lighter is shipped empty). For further instructions please view www.bripecoffeepipe.com

Set filter in place, visually inspect that it covers the hole at the bottom 
of the stem. Rotate the filter to set the appropriate hole size for the 
grind you are using (the finer the grind the smaller the filter setting).
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Add your ground coffee or tea. Fill grind to the top of the inner cone 
(5 grams).
Add water (30  ml), stir to mix water and ground coffee. Add more 
water if necessary but only fill to the line marked on the outside of your 
brew pipe. Use the thermometer as a stir stick but be careful not to 
pull or upset the stainless filter, this could result in coffee grounds 
escaping the filter.
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Set the brew pipe on the base plate to cool. Gently stir coffee “cake” 
and water with the end of the thermometer. 

Allow coffee to cool to a safe drinking temperature of 140 F / 60  C. 
If desired, add milk and sugar.
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When ready to drink pick up the brew pipe by the cork and blow 
gently into the mouth piece to stir and mix the coffee and water. Try 
your brew by drinking through the stem! 

Cleaning Your Brew Pipe
Copper will tarnish but the tarnishing is not dangerous to human health. If you wish to clean 
or polish your brew pipe here is a simple method that does not damage it. Fill a container with 
water, large enough to hold the brew pipe. Add a teaspoon of salt and squeeze half a lemon 
into the salt water. Submerge the pipe in the mixture. Check the Brew Pipe every 30 minutes 
until it is bright and shiny once again. Wash with warm water and soap, dry with a towel. The 
solder is food grade silver solder.

Limited Warranty
Your Bripe Coffee Brew Pipe Kit has a one-year 
limited warranty for manufacturer’s defects. 
Abuse or overheating will void the warranty. 
Please follow the instructions carefully to avoid 
misuse. Email info@briping.com if you have an 
issue with your Bripe Kit. Register your Bripe Kit 
at www.bripecoffeepipe.com

Contact Us
Bripe Inc.
451 B Ottawa St., 
Almonte, Ontario, 
Canada K0A 1A0

www.bripecoffeepipe.com

Place the brew pipe on the base plate and then pick up the pipe by 
the cork. (Warning- The copper will get very hot during heating- do 
not touch the copper) Heat the interior cone from the bottom of the 
pipe with a blue flame Quad Jet Torch lighter, until brew temperature 
is at most 185 F / 85 C (warning- fire is dangerous please be 
cautious in using flame to heat the brew pipe).
 WARNING

Children under 18 should not use the Bripe 
or the Quad Jet Torch lighter.
Keep away from flammable materials. Never 
apply the brew pipe, hot liquid, open flame or hot 
lighter to your skin. The flame must never be used 
in areas prohibiting open flame like gas stations 
and/or areas containing flammable materials. This 
device and components should never be used in 
bed or areas that have flammable material. Fully 
utilize the special cooling stand after brewing. 
Always place stand on a stable, flat surface and 
allow the brewing system to cool safely to the 
touch, at 140 F / 60 C.
Always hold the brewing pipe by the special cork 
handle and hold it away from your body.
Do not use flammable liquids in or around the 
brew pipe or hot lighter.
The thermometer, temperature probe, and brew 
pipe itself contain sharp, hard-pointed objects. 
Never bring close to the eyes, stab anyone or fall 
on any part of this brewing system which could 
result in serious eye or body injury. For preventive 
measures and to avoid damaging your Bripe use 
protective case at all times.
The Bripe Coffee Brew Pipe Kit is designed for 
food safe coffees and teas. Anything brewed in 
the brewing system must be non-toxic, 
non-allergic, and/or safe food ingredients chosen 
carefully by the user at his/her own risk.  

Bripe Inc., its directors, shareholders, suppliers 
and distributors will not be held responsible for         
    any injury or damage resulting from the use    
      or misuse of this Bripe Coffee Brew Pipe Kit  
         or components with this warning, risk and  
            use disclosure.
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Designed in Costa Rica |  Made in China


